978.256.9077
admissions@brightstarinstitute.com

Advanced Java Developer
Certificate

Online, self-paced training that is
focused on giving you the skills needed
to stand out.
Online learning gives you the flexibility to plan study time around the rest of your day. Our programs
combine video, hands-on lab exercises and one-on-one facilitation to enable you to learn as your
schedule allows.
Labs are performed via remote access to a dedicated lab machine (unless a student requests to utilize
their own equipment). Our unique commitment to student success includes a personal instructor
to assure that your courses are completed on time and with full understanding of both the lecture
content and the lab exercises.
Course Advisors are available at 978.256.9077 to answer any questions you may have.
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Advanced Java™ Developer

Certificate Overview
4-course program: $3,600
The Advanced Java Developer certificate program focuses on the skills needed to code, compile
and run standalone object-oriented Java programs. Students will learn how to create and deploy
SOAP based and RESTful Web services as well as work with the Spring and Hibernate frameworks.
Object-oriented concepts and proper use of classes, objects, inheritance and polymorphism
are emphasize throughout. Coverage includes building applications by effectively integrating
Spring and Hibernate and utilizing Ajax on both the client and server sides. Students will also
learn Test Driven Development (TDD) using NUnit and Microsoft’s Visual Studio including
building unit tests using mocks, fakes, stubs and drivers. Choose an IDE for the extensive
hands on labs, whether it be Eclipse, NetBeans or jEdit.

Required Courses:
Students who do not have any programming experience may attend the introductory Learning to
Program with Java course at no additional cost.

Course Name

Duration

Java Programming

35 Hours

Introduction to Web Application Development Using JEE, Spring/Hibernate, Web
Services and AJAX

35 Hours

Introduction to Spring 5, Spring MVC and Spring REST

35 Hours

Test Driven Development (TDD), and Refactoring Legacy Code Using Java

28 Hours

Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates. Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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Optional Courses:
Course Name

Duration

Object Oriented Analysis & Design with UML

28 Hours

Effectively Using Java Packages And Features

35 Hours

Introduction to Spring Boot 2

21 Hours

SQL Programming

21 Hours
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Required Courses

Java Programming
Duration: 35 hours
Prerequisites: Basic programming skills in a structured language. Knowledge and experience with
Object-Oriented Design (OOD) is helpful, but not required.
Course Description: This hands on course introduces experienced programmers to Java™ technology
and Java programming techniques. The Java platform provides an object-oriented, portable and
robust framework for application development. Included are core language concepts including
fundamental data types, flow control, and standard function libraries. The course emphasizes object
oriented programming and modular design to support distributed development environments.
Included are the design of classes and objects, inheritance and polymorphism, and the details about
creating programs for use on a distributed network, with emphasis on JSP, Servlets, and JDBC. The
course also includes coverage of the Java Collections API, fundamental I/O, exceptions, and exception
handling.
The course is designed to leverage the participants’ existing programming skills and to highlight
the new and extended features of the Java programming framework as compared to other common
languages. Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated throughout to reinforce learning and
develop real competency.
Students Will Learn:
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ffIntroduction to Java

ffType Safety

ffDeveloping Software With Java SE

ffThe Collections Framework

ffJava Fundamentals

ffExceptions and Exception Handling

ffFlow of Control

ffBasic Input and Output (I/O

ffData Types and Operators

ffNetwork Programming

ffUsing Java Objects

ffThreads

ffArrays

ffJava Database Connectivity (JDBC)

ffDeveloping Java Classes

ffIntroduction to Java Web Applications

ffInheritance and Interfaces

ffRich Internet Applications with Java
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Introduction to Web Application Development Using
JEE, Spring/Hibernate, Web Services and AJAX
Duration: 35 hours
Prerequisites: Java programming experience and an understanding of object-oriented design principles
Course Description: This course provides students hands on experience with cutting edge Java
Enterprise (Java EE) technologies, creating dynamic web and enterprise applications that utilize
several Java frameworks and technologies including JSP’s and Servlets, Java Persistence API (JPA),
JNDI, JDBC, AJAX, Web Services, Spring and Hibernate. The goal is to enable students to exploit the
Java EE platform and accompanying frameworks to facilitate the development of distributed, webenabled applications. Students will architectural design issues as well as specific coding models for a
variety of Java EE components. By working with several Java frameworks in hands on labs, students
will build applications that incorporate many of the patterns commonly used in these and other Java
frameworks. Upon completion of the course, students should be able to learn and effectively utilize
frameworks appropriate for their application environment.
Starting with Java Server Pages and Servlets, the course then introduces some of the most widely used
frameworks to provide concrete illustrations of the services available. Since coding and deployment
files are standardized by the Java EE specifications, students may readily apply the skills learned
in this class to write code for any compliant server, including Apache Tomcat, JBoss, WebSphere,
Oracle, WebLogic and many others. Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated throughout to
reinforce learning and develop real competency.

Students Will Learn:
ffFrameworks

ffSpring Declarative Transaction Management

ffAdvanced Dependency Injection

ffBuilding Web Applications with Spring MVC

ffIntroduction to Hibernate

ffSOAP Based Web Services

ffLazy Loading and the Hibernate Query

ffRESTful Web Services
ffIntroduction to Ajax

Language
ffHibernate Transaction Management

ffProcessing Ajax Data

ffHibernate Criteria Queries

ffAdvanced Ajax Features

ffSpring and Hibernate Integration
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Introduction to Spring 5, Spring MVC and
Spring REST
Duration: 35 hours
Prerequisites: Java SE programming experience and an understanding of object-oriented design
principles. Fundamental knowledge of XML is helpful but not required. The course Java Programming
or equivalent knowledge provides a solid foundation.
Course Description: Spring 5 provides an evolutionary advance of Spring’s powerful capabilities. This
course introduces those capabilities, as well as providing guidelines on when and how to use them.
It includes coverage of the three main configuration styles: Java-based (@Configuration), annotationbased (@Component), and the traditional XML-based configuration that may still play an important
role in existing and new projects.
The course starts with in-depth coverage of Spring’s Core module to reduce coupling and increase
the flexibility, ease of maintenance, and testing of your applications. It goes on to cover many of the
most important capabilities of Spring, including easing configuration with Spring Boot, integrating
Hibernate and JPA persistence layers with Spring and Spring Data, and using Spring’s declarative
transaction capabilities.
The course includes integration of Spring with Java EE Web applications, a solid introduction to Spring
MVC, and coverage of building RESTful resources with Spring MVC. It also provides an overview of
Springs reactive programming model for repositories and Web resources.
Students Will Learn:
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ffIntroduction to Spring

ffSpring AOP Introduction

ffThe Spring Container

ffSpring Transaction Management

ffDependencies and Dependency Injection

ffJava EE Web Applications with Spring

ffAnnotation-based Configuration

ffSpring MVC Basics

ffJava-based Configuration

ffView Resolvers

ffIntegrating Configuration Types

ffController Details

ffBean Scope and Lifecycle

ffForms and Model Objects

ffValue Injection

ffWorking with Sessions

ffConstructor Injection

ffValidation

ffQualifiers / DSL

ffRESTful Services with Spring

ffDatabase Access With Spring

ffCommon REST Patterns
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Test Driven Development (TDD), and
Refactoring Legacy Code Using Java
Duration: 28 hours
Prerequisites: Java programming experience and an understanding of object-oriented design principles.
Course Description: This course provides students with hands on experience learning Test Driven
Development (TDD) using JUnit. Students will build unit tests using mocks, fakes, stubs and drivers,
and address issues working with databases and other systems. Student will create tests and code that
will be more likely to meet and exceed requirements. Code that receives “test coverage” will not break
existing systems, because tests are passed before code is checked in.
Students will spend time working with the issues involved in refactoring legacy code, safely cutting
into an already deployed system. Students will work on looking for, or creating “seams” to more
safely improve code or add features, and work on identifying “code smells” that need attention in a
productive system. Finally, students will explore dependency issues as well as techniques to better
understand and improve complex systems.
Students will also examine TDD and refactoring legacy code in other languages like C# to gain a
broader view of options and issues working in a multi-language shop. Comprehensive labs using
Java provide facilitated hands on practice crucial to developing competence and confidence with the
new skills being learned.
Students Will Learn:
ffPatterns and Anti-Patterns in Test Driven

ffWhy Test?

Development

ffUnit Testing Basics
ffUnit Testing Details

ffRefactoring Legacy Code

ffMocks, Fakes, Stubs and Drivers

ffAnalysis and Coverage

ffDatabase Testing

ffSystem, Regression and User Acceptance
Testing

ffRefactoring Basics
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Optional Courses

Object Oriented Analysis & Design with
UML
Duration: 28 hours
Prerequisites: Knowledge of structured programming concepts.
Course Description: This OOA&D training course presents the key concepts and methodologies
required to perform quality object-oriented software engineering, with particular attention to practical
techniques such as use-case and CRC analysis, UML diagramming, and patterns. Students practice
applying object oriented analysis during the course to improve software designs and to see how
software objects can be altered to build software systems that are more robust and less expensive.
Students use several methods for analyzing software systems, finding and refining useful classes
and relationships between objects. Care is taken not to focus on any one language so that all students
can participate in the design exercises without relying on specific programming skills. The course
emphasizes the most practical analysis and design methods, including the application of use case
analysis, CRC analysis, problem domain analysis, activity diagramming, interaction diagramming,
and class diagramming.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is presented in detail and is used in the exercises and case
studies. Practical aspects of project management and implementation are presented from the
perspective of experienced object system designers. Special emphasis is given to the use of object
patterns in developing software systems. The students apply their skills in labs that are mini design
sessions, during which the instructor helps the students identify and overcome common obstacles
that occur during group sessions.
Students Will Learn:
Operation Analysis

ffObject-Oriented Principles
ffIntroduction to the OOAD Project Lifecycle

ffModeling Interactions

ffUse Case Analysis

ffSpecification Class Diagramming

ffClass Analysis

ffOrganizing Large Scale Software Applications

ffState Machine Diagrams and System
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Effectively Using Java Packages And
Features
Duration: 35 hours
Prerequisites: Java programming experience and an understanding of object-oriented design principles.
Course Description: This intermediate level course is intended for programmers who already
have a fundamental understanding of Java programming and some experience writing code. It
provides additional insights and details regarding some of the more advanced and useful capabilities
contained in the Java Programming Language and it’s associated packages. Topics include reflection
and JavaBeans, Java type safety enhancements, the Java Collections Framework, Java Database
Connectivity (JDBC), multithreading, inner classes, lambda expressions and networking.
Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated throughout to reinforce learning and develop real
competency.
Students Will Learn:
ffReflection Using the Class Object

ffData Sharing Among Threads

ffInvoking Methods Using Reflection

ffCoordination and Controlling Threads

ffMethods Available on the Class Object

ffSynchronizing Threads

ffCustomizing BeanInfo

ffWorking with JDBC

ffType Safety Enhancements

ffOverview of java.net Package

ffCollections Framework

ffInner and Nested Classes

ffSimple Arrays and Arrays of Objects

ffLambda Expressions

ffLegacy Container Classes
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Introduction to Spring Boot 2
Duration: 21 hours
Prerequisites: Java SE programming experience equivalent to completing the Java Programming
course and knowledge of Spring equivalent to completing the Introduction to Spring 5, Spring MVC
and Spring REST course.
Course Description: As the Spring framework has grown, creating and configuring Spring applications
has become more and more complex. Spring Boot takes an “opinionated” view of an application (via
intelligent defaults) that minimizes configuration and boilerplate Spring code. Spring Boot makes it
easier to use Spring’s many frameworks, and adds advanced capabilities such as health monitoring.
This course introduces Spring Boot from the ground up, including overviews of building blocks such
as Maven. It covers the key features and capabilities of Spring Boot, and teaches experienced Spring
developers the skills they need to use Spring Boot productively. This course covers Spring Boot 2 and
Spring 5 - the current releases of these frameworks.
This course does all labs with the Eclipse IDE, and the lab instructions include detailed directions for
setting up and using it.
Students Will Learn:
ffUnderstanding and using Spring Boot’s Web

ffOverview of Spring Core (focus on

capabilities

@Configuration) and Maven/Gradle
ffWhen to use Spring Boot

ffUsing embedded servlet containers

ffUsing Spring Boot starters and start.spring.io

ffUsing Spring Boot Data REST
ffUnderstanding and using Spring Boot’s

to easily create new applications

Actuator

ffUnderstanding and using Spring Boot’s

ffUsing Actuator endpoints to monitor and

auto-configuration

manage applications

ffCustomizing your application configuration
ffUnderstanding and using Spring Boot’s Spring

ffSpring CLI

Data / Spring Data JPA capabilities
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ffWorking with Spring DevTools
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SQL Programming
Duration: 21 hours
Prerequisites: None.
Course Description: This SQL programming course teaches students relational database fundamentals
and SQL programming skills. Topics covered include relational database architecture, database design
techniques, and simple and complex query skills. This class is intended for analysts, developers,
designers, administrators, and managers new to the SQL programming language. Upon completion,
participants will understand SQL functions, join techniques, database objects and constraints, and
will be able to write useful SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE statements.
Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated throughout to reinforce learning and develop real
competency.

Students Will Learn:
ffIntroduction to Relational Databases and SQL

ffAdvanced SELECT Statements

ffDesigning Relational Databases

ffUnderstanding Subqueries

ffCreating Databases and Tables

ffSQL Procedural Programming

ffWorking with Records

ffViews and Triggers

ffJOIN Statements

ffDatabase Security and Transactions
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